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We begin our lives under the condemnation of Adam’s Original Sin (AOS) and we 
inherit his sin nature (OSN). Prior to our salvation, controlled by OSN, we absorb 
the ideas of the world. We attach our desires to temporal things, believing & 
expecting that these temporal blessings will bring us lasting happiness. We 
approach our relationships seeking to induce others to like us, enjoy us and love 
us. When we are saved, we begin a whole new life in Christ but much to our 
amazement, we bring these worldly beliefs about life, love and happiness into the 
Christian life with us. Our old, worldly images about life, love and happiness are at 
the core of our thinking and remain our default way of imagining how our life is 
supposed to work. We see what we really believe by what we do. 

Gal 1:13-14 For you have heard of my former manner of life in Judaism, how I 
used to persecute the church of God beyond measure, and tried to destroy it, 14 
and I was advancing in Judaism beyond many of my contemporaries among my 
countrymen, being more extremely zealous for my ancestral traditions. 
a. Paul’s OM beliefs were centered in a legalistic religious system, a corruption of   

the OT scriptures that matched his ascetic trend.
b. The Traditions of the Elders was a handbook ascribing extreme, legalistic and 

false applications of the OT scriptures that they used to dominate the people.
c. Mt 15:1-9 Jesus condemns the Pharisee’s false applications – hypocrites “who 

honor God with their lips but their hearts are far from me”.
d. As a self righteous Pharisee, Paul considered himself superior to almost 

everyone and therefore entitled to pursue his selfish ambitions no matter the 
cost to himself or others who got in his way.

e. Even far into his ministry his desire to be seen as equal with the other apostles 
drove him to return to the temple to pacify Jewish believers who refused to let 
go of the Law – began his prison ministry – Phil 3

f. His desires became a demand; he believed that he was righteous & therefore 
superior because he was keeping the Law & expected God to honor his hard 
work. His relationships were power transactions where he bullied others & 
performed to please his peers, yet thinking he was pleasing God and expected 
people to do the same for his benefit. 

To the degree that we free ourselves from our OM habits of thinking, to that 
degree we are able to be vessels for God to pour Himself out through us.
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Practical Applications

At the root of every human behavior is: 
a. Desire for something – love, approval, recognition, security, safety
b. Belief/expectation – about what will give us what we want and the 

expectation that if we do get it, then we will feel happy
c. Relational Strategy – a plan to relate to others or the world around you in 

such a way to get what you want.
d. Mechanics: We visualize the scenario and verbalize the entire process

 
Gen 3:1-7 Now the serpent was more crafty than any beast of the field which the 
LORD God had made. And he said to the woman, "Indeed, has God said, 'You shall 
not eat from any tree of the garden '?" 2 And the woman said to the serpent, 
"From the fruit of the trees of the garden we may eat; 3 but from the fruit of the 
tree which is in the middle of the garden, God has said, 'You shall not eat from it 
or touch it, lest you die.'" 
 Eve has exaggerated the command from “don’t eat” to “don’t even touch”
 What was the image in her mind? We know what she was saying to herself.
 What process caused her to distort God’s command into her own version of it? 

Did Adam tell her this out of an abundance of caution as a form of protection?

4 And the serpent said to the woman, "You surely shall not die! 5 "For God knows 
that in the day you eat from it your eyes will be opened, and you will be like God, 
knowing good and evil." 
 Contradicts God, refutes God for the purpose of deceiving and manipulating 
 He makes promises of future benefits from following his guidance

6 When the woman saw that the tree was good for food, and that it was a 
delight to the eyes, and that the tree was desirable to make one wise, she took 
from its fruit and ate; and she gave also to her husband with her, and he ate. 
1 John 2:16 For all that is in the world, the lust of the flesh and the lust of the eyes 
and the boastful pride of life, is not from the Father, but is from the world. 
 Lust/Flesh - Saw tree was good for food 
 Lust/Eyes – Delight to the eyes
 Pride/Life – desirable to make her wise, apart from God
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Satan – Snake
Desire: Hurt God, compromise the human race and escape his future judgment
Belief/Exp: if he could persuade A/E to sin he could tempt God to rescue them out 
of love and compromise His +R; win control of the world from Adam
Relational Strategy: lie, deceive, manipulate, mock God

Eve – The Woman (female – neqebah, thelus)  
Desire: be more, know more, be wise on her own, independence from authority
  Eve grew discontent with her perfect husband & life – wanted more
Belief/Exp: she stopped believing her superstition that the tree itself would hurt 
her (don’t touch, don’t taste) & believed that her life would be improved outside 
of God’s will – she envisions being independent & out from under His authority
Relational Strategy: tree – took the fruit & ate it, persuaded Adam to follow her, 
rejected God as not enough to satisfy her

Adam – The Man (Male – zakar, arren)
Desire: having spent so much time single, he wanted to hold onto his wife and 
apparently wanted to please her, so he failed to confront her & went along
Belief/Exp: he believed that she was necessary for his happiness & expected that 
they would be alright as long as they were together
Strategy: remain silent & give in to her, even when it jeopardized their lives.

a. Every creature, perhaps even God as well, visualizes & verbalizes to form the 
thoughts they use to pursue the satisfaction of their needs/desires.

b. Everyone in this account had desires, beliefs, expectations and a strategy they 
used hoping to get what their hearts needed & wanted.

c. Notice that even with perfect people in perfect environment & the perfect 
situation, A/E found logic & reasons to choose outside of God’s will.
 Perfect environment is never enough, even for perfect people. 
 We spend our lives seeking the right people in the right situations in the 

belief that fulfilling that image will give us +H.
d. Devil gave them an alternative object to believe in and gave her an image & 

expectation to which she attached her desire – strategy – take it, eat it.
e. Eve was confused and deceived but Adam knew what was happening, watched 

it happen in silence, allowed her to lead him to reject God’s will. 
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Application:
a. We don’t have a time frame for how long A/E were in the garden or any 

history to determine their habituated patterns but we know that habits 
develop over time and usage. 

b. By the time this event played out, Eve had become the leader and Adam the 
silent follower who was willing to do anything to please her.

c. We don’t know if she had become discontent before the devil presented the 
idea of being independent and equal with God to her.

d. What is clear is that she had fixated on the tree & become superstitious about 
it, believing that it was the tree and not their disobedience that caused death.
 A substance in itself is evil rather than what men do with it.

e. All of us become confused about what will fill the emptiness and we all choose 
to pursue happiness in ways apart from God.
 We all want something other than what God has provided on any day.
 We believe that having it will make our life right or better and expect that if 

we can make it happen, we will be satisfied.
 We move into our relationships and our world with strategies designed to 

gain what we want – different forms of persuasion & manipulation
f. The divine solution to the problem of wanting what is not the will of God is to 

choose to stop wanting it and believing that it will be good for you.
g. We change what we desire/want by visualizing ourselves detaching our hearts 

from the object of desire and re-attaching our heart to God, while teaching 
ourselves the truth about what will best satisfy our desires.
 We exchange one object for another by using our visual and verbal faculties 

to see the truth and speak the truth to ourselves.
 Seeing/saying to imagine rejecting the lie we have already believed and 

then imagining as we embrace the truth from God’s word.

Cain
Gen 3:21 – Lord God (JC) made garments of animal skin – animal sacrifice

 First animal sacrifice to cover their nakedness 
 The pattern of all subsequent sacrifices – image of Gen 3:15

4:3-5  Cain brought an offering of his crops & Abel brought an animal to sacrifice
 Cain brought an offering of his best rather than the prescribed offering
 By faith, Abel obeyed Lord by sacrificing an animal, visual aid of Messiah
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 God approved of Abel & his offering but He rejected Cain & his offering
 Heb 11:4 – Abel offered by faith, was a +R man – a believer, Cain was not

4:5-8 – Cain - very angry (Heb burned, Grk grieved) face showed his anger/grief
 Do what is right (bring the proper offering – you will be accepted
 Don’t do the right thing – sin waits like an animal to devour you
 He had the choice, to trust in Christ to overcome sin or remain unsaved
 Invited his brother into the field & then murdered him

Desire: to relate to God on his own terms, remain independent without having to 
bend the knee/obey, remain arrogantly free of God’s authority – Lucifer’s child
Belief/Exp: that he could bring his human best (human works – religion) and that 
God would accept him because it was the best that he could do
Relating: approached God without respect, humility, obedience, arrogance & then 
burned with anger when God refused to honor his plan, jealous of the approval 
God gave Abel, manipulated Abel to go out in the field & murdered him.

a. This beginning lays out the struggle between the seed of the woman (Christ & 
bel’s) & the seed of the snake (Lucifer – unbel’s). 

b. The prescribed offering was first demonstrated by God in 3:21, He covered 
their nakedness by sacrificing animals – visual aid of the work of Christ 

John 1:29 The next day he saw Jesus coming to him, and said, "Behold, the Lamb 
of God who takes away the sin of the world! 

c. Type of offering indicated the content of their faith – what each believed
d. Abel believed prophecy of coming Messiah & offered the proper sacrifice
e. Cain wanted to remain independent from God and relate to God on his own 

terms, refusing to humble himself & give God His rightful place in his heart
f. Cain believed and expected that he could remain free of God’s authority and 

live life on his own terms – “I did it my way”
g. Rather than adopt a strategy of humility & surrender toward God, Cain 

became angry because He wouldn’t accept his plan for finding happiness.
h. Rather than surrender to God, Cain chose to remove his competition, thinking 

that somehow he would be served by the absence of his brother
i. The answer to his dilemma was to stop believing in his own plan of remaining 

independent & exchange his desire for independence with a desire to be 
accepted on whatever terms God required.
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j. When we use our faith to attach our desires to something that is not God’s 

plan & will for us, our temptation will always be to become angry with God, 
insist that we must have what we want and try harder to get it.

k. What was intended to humble Cain he used to become angry, jealous and 
strike out at the one God loved – Abel.   


